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Wholesale joins the
iPad generation
Wholesalers in the UK have
upgraded to working on Apple
iPads to log customer orders.
Wholesale businesses across the
London markets are now using a
suite of programmes developed by
Freshware Ltd, part of the
Afﬁnitus Group, on the iPad.
Launched in August, the
handheld solution looks to replace
the old ticketing system and will
be linked directly to the cash desk.
Managing director and computer
programmer Paul Hardy believes
the development is a major
landmark for wholesale and could
save thousands of pounds in ticket
books and potential salary savings.
The company has struck a
distribution deal with Apple to
allow them to sell the much sought
after iPads in bulk at a ﬁxed price.
Businesses in New Covent
Garden Market, New Spitalﬁelds
and Western International have
already adopted the system, based
on the Freshware software
launched in 1998 and currently in
its seventh incarnation.
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Freshware has also developed a
buying book capable of taking
orders and stock holding to
produce a buying requirement list
for catering ﬁrms. Warehouse
managers at the goods receiving
doors will have a live expected
arrivals screen automatically
updated from the electronic buying
book.
Hardy told FPJ: “We have seen
massive interest in this software
from both existing and potentially
new customers. When the iPad
arrived, we knew that we could
really make this work now.”
■

Ocado moves office
to the virtual world
Online grocery retailer Ocado is
providing a virtual ofﬁce via
Google Apps for 1,250 head
ofﬁce staff.
The company has taken the
decision with the aim of reducing
costs and improving productivity.
Ocado staff will beneﬁt from
Google’s “secure cloud”, which
will encourage remote working.
Staff will be able to access
emails, documents, calendars and
other internal information if they
log in from any secure internet
connection.
All of this, and access to tools
such as Google Talk and Google
Docs, will improve
communication, reduce IT costs,
support and maintenance, as well
as save back-up space, the ﬁrm
said. The aim in the longer term
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is to eradicate costly upgrades
and licence fees.
Ocado’s marketing team will
also use Google sites to establish
a branded web landing page for
staff and broadcast internal
announcements using Google
Video.
Jon Rudoe, head of retail at
Ocado, said: “At Ocado, we
aren’t afraid to challenge
conventions and do things
differently. We love the fact that
Google Apps continues to
innovate and develop new
features and are excited about the
beneﬁts we expect to see across
the business.”
Google said its applications
are used by three million
businesses across the globe to
help run their organisations. ■

A recent white paper published by a company targeted at the
food manufacturing sector makes interesting reading. It flagged
the fact that executives in the food and drink industry are
operating with inaccurate metrics on production processes. It
also highlighted the real costs of ignoring these key
performance indicators. Furthermore, it tracked the reasons
why these conditions exist despite the best efforts of shop floor
operatives to provide more accurate data.
The report highlights a nine per cent gap between actual and
reported efficiencies. We are talking here about the reporting
of lost production time. It highlighted the fact that in most
production units, shop floor supervisors and workers are
measuring and reporting their own performances without
checks and balances. Key variables such as minor changeovers
may be left out of the equation as some managers reason that
changeovers are inevitable. However, the real reason is that
recording every changeover would lower overall equipment
effectiveness (OEE) performance.
In the past, this was not regarded as a critical issue for food
companies. In the current and future economic client, doing
more with less is the only way to deliver a high quality product
at a lower price point to the consumer. Companies that can
achieve this will be better placed to take market share from
their competitors. So why are they not doing it already?
The key reason identified was the unreliability of their data
capture mechanisms. Where paper-based systems are in use,
operators try diligently to accurately capture the information
but this becomes too much of a burden. By the time that the
data is transferred from paper to spreadsheets, it is outdated
and watered down. This gives senior management an unrealistic
view of plant performance.
The reason that this is so serious is that the report highlighted
that on average, 60 per cent of lost production time could be
attributed to unplanned stoppages and breakdowns. A lack of
visibility of these symptoms by management means that the
root causes of these inefficiencies are not tackled. This leads the
company to believe that it has capacity constraints whereas if
the causes of the stoppages were identified, action could be
taken to increase capacity without significant cost increases.
The key messages were that this situation represents both a
problem and an opportunity. To capitalise on the opportunities,
management must first get a handle on the real OEE figures.
The report highlights that 19 per cent of the problems were
plant related, but a massive 81 per cent were people and
process issues. Implementing disciplined day-to-day review
points, strict adherence to procedures and appropriate basic
skills training could hold tremendous opportunities to increase
capacity and/or reduce costs.
■
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